
Ottoman Garb

Basic Garments 
gömlek -- under tunic
çakshir - under pants (optional)
chirka -- short under jacket
....... - small cap
shalvar - trousers
entari -- basic fitted coat
yelek --- short outer jacket (optional)
kaftan -- loose ceremonial coat (optional)
....... - small sheer white "veil" on back of head (for women)
feraçe -- woolen outer coat (optional)
yashmak - several scarves covering face and neck (for women)



The gömlek would not be made out of pure silk, as that goes against Islamic law. A blend of linen 
and silk or cotton and silk would have used or plain linen. No extant examples have survived, but it 
is thought that a T tunic pattern was used. The gömlek was to the knees or below, with either tight 
sleeves (over-long to be bunched up as the middle) or large wide sleeves with embroidery on the top 
of the arm and edges. The neckline is key hole, but cut open with a button closure.

The shalvar were not harem pants. They were a tapered pant, tight at the ankle and sometimes 
buttoned. They were full at the thigh. They were made out of the same type of material as the next 
layer (entari) but out of contrasting material. The pattern is in the back.



The chirka is a small fitted coat, cut the same pattern as the entari. Fitted in the body, it stopped at 
mid-thigh, with different sleeve options.

There can also be a collar. Or, when the weather is cold, quilted (see the first page). Most of the 
time it would have been very light weight, as there are more layers. It would have a neckline on the 
neck, with buttons. However, the top of it would have been unbuttoned to the bust and unbuttoned 
below the waist.

The entari goes over the top of the chirka, lined. It would be down to the ankles, lined with a 
contrasting colour that would be seen when tucked into the belt (see front page). They were closed 
with buttons and loops, never holes. The loops were made of braid and always on the left hand side, 
regardless of gender.



The yelek, which may have been lined with wool or fur, would have been worn over the top.

The ceremonial layer, as worn by the highest of aristocracy was a large unfitted kaftan, ankle length 
with cut away sleeves. Made from silk, brocade or velvet, it could also be lined and also trimmed 
with fur for the colder months.

The feraçe is made of wool and left in fairly muted colours, for street wear. They also had two slits 
in the front for people to put their hands into to keep warm.



Footwear was felted or leather slippers, or low cut boots. Nalin, or the “platform” wooden clogs 
were used in the Hammam (Turkish bath-houses) or on the street to avoid ruining slippers.

Head wear, for women was a cap or pillbox hat with a veil. See the first page. Men wore turbans 
wrapped around red, blue or even black pillbox hats. They could also have been decorated with 
feathers or even jewellery. Sashes were worn by both sexes, with the dimensions of 2 metres by 15 
cms. The ends were likely to have been embroidered or held together with more jewellery.





To adjust this pattern for Ottoman garb, re-adjust the chest measurements to be more tight-fitting. 
Highly recommend a mock-up on cheap fabric first.


